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The National Academies

 A private, non-profit organization charged to provide 
advice to the Nation on science, engineering, and 
medicine.

 National Academy of Sciences (NAS) chartered in 1863; 
The National Research Council (NRC) is the operating arm 
of the NAS, NAE, and IOM. 

 NRC convenes ad hoc committees of experts who serve 
pro bono, and who are carefully chosen for expertise, 
balance, and objectivity

 All reports go through stringent peer-review and must be 
approved by both the study committee and the 
institution.
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The study committee will:

1. Review current understanding of climate predictability on 

intraseasonal to interannual time scales; 

2. Describe how improvements in modeling, observational capabilities, 

and other technological improvements have led to changes in our 

understanding of predictability;

3. Identify key deficiencies and gaps remaining in our understanding of 

climate predictability and recommend research priorities to address 

these gaps;

4. Assess the performance of current prediction systems;

5. Recommend strategies and best practices that could be used to assess 

improvements in prediction skill over time.

Charge to the Committee
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Why Intraseasonal to Interannual 

(ISI) Timescales?

 “ISI” - timescales ranging from a couple of weeks 

to a few years.

 Errors in ISI predictions are often 

related to errors in longer term 

climate projections

 Useful for a variety of 

resource management 

decisions

Many realizations/verifications possible. 
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What is “Predictability?”  

 “The extent to which a process contributes to 

prediction quality.”

 Literature provides variety of interpretations; 

committee agreed on qualitative approach.

Key aspects of committee approach

 Quantitative estimates of a upper limit of predictability 

for the real climate system are not possible.

 Verification of forecasts provide a lower bound for 

predictability. 

 Traditional predictability studies (e.g., twin model 

studies) are qualitatively useful.
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Performance of ISI forecasting systems is based upon:

1) Knowledge of Sources of Predictability
How well do we understand a climate process/phenomenon?

2) Building Blocks of Forecasting Systems
To what extent do observations, data assimilation systems, 
and models represent important climate processes?

3) Procedures of Operational Forecasting Centers
How do these centers make, document, and disseminate 
forecasts?

“Operational Forecasting centers” – e.g., 
Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather (ECMWF)

Framework for Analyzing 

ISI Forecasting
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Example Sources of Predictability

Soil Moisture

Rainfall

2 Weeks Soil 

Moisture

El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

Volcanic Eruptions
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Many sources of predictability remain to 
be fully exploited by ISI forecast systems.

Criteria for identifying high-priority sources:

1) Physical principles indicate that the source has an 
impact on ISI variability and predictability.

2) Empirical or modeling evidence supports (1). 

3) Identifiable gaps in knowledge/representation in 
forecasting systems.

4) Potential social value.

Recommendations Regarding 

Sources of Predictability
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1) Madden-Julian 

Oscillation (MJO)
Develop model diagnostics.  

Expand process knowledge 

(e.g. MJO Task Force) 

regarding ocean-atmosphere 

coupling, convection, cloud 

processes.

Six Research Goals for 

Sources of Predictability

20 days 

prior

10 days 

prior

During 

MJO 

event
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2) Stratosphere-troposphere interactions
Improve understanding of link between stratospheric 

processes and ISI variability. Successfully simulate/predict 

sudden warming events and subsequent impacts.

Six Research Goals for 

Sources of Predictability

Downward 

propagation of 

anomalies
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3) Ocean-atmosphere 

coupling

Understanding of sub-grid 

scale processes should be 

improved.  

Six Research Goals for 

Sources of Predictability
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4) Land-atmosphere feedbacks
Investigate coupling strength between land and 

atmosphere.  Continue to improve initialization of 

important surface properties (e.g., soil moisture).

Six Research Goals for 

Sources of Predictability
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5) High impact events 

(volcanic eruptions, 

nuclear exchange)
Develop forecasts following 

rapid, large changes in 

aerosols/trace gases.  

Six Research Goals for 

Sources of Predictability
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6) Non-stationarity
Long-term trends affecting components of climate 

system (e.g., greenhouse gases, land use change) can 

affect predictability and verification techniques.  

Changes in variability may also be important.

Six Research Goals for 

Sources of Predictability
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What are Building Blocks?

Statistical/

Dynamical 

Models

Observational 

Networks

Data Assimilation 

Systems
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Forecast Improvements involve each 

of the Building Blocks

Past improvements to ISI 

forecasting systems have 

occurred synergistically. 

(e.g., with new 

observations comes the 

need for model 

improvement and 

expansion of DA system)
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Improvements to Building Blocks

1) Errors in dynamical models should be 
identified and corrected. Sustained 
observations and process studies are 
needed.
 Examples: 

* double intertropical convergence zone 
* poor representation of cloud processes 

 Climate Process Teams serve as a useful 
model for bringing together modelers 
and observationlists

 Other programmatic mechanisms should 
be explored 
(e.g. facilitating testing of increased

model resolution)
SST (shading); precipitation (contours)

Observations (top) and Model (bottom)
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Improvements to Building Blocks

2) Continue to develop and employ statistical 
techniques, especially nonlinear methods.

Statistical methods are useful in making predictions, assessing 
forecast performance, and identifying errors in dynamical models.  
Cutting-edge nonlinear methods provide the opportunity to augment 
these statistical tools.

3) Statistical methods and dynamical models are 
complementary and should be pursued.

Using multiple prediction tools leads to improved forecasts.  
Examples of complementary tools:

 Model Output Statistics

 Stochastic Physics 

 Downscaling techniques
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Improvements to Building Blocks

4) Multi-model ensemble forecast 
strategies should be pursued, but 
standards and metrics should be 
developed. 

MME mean (in red) 

outperforms individual 

models (other colors).  

Black is persistence (baseline 

forecast).
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Improvements to Building Blocks

5) For operational forecast systems, state-of-the-art 

data assimilation systems should be used (e.g. 4-D 

Var, Ensemble Kalman Filters, or hybrids).  

Operational data assimilation  systems should be 

expanded to include more data, beginning with ocean 

observations.

Number of 

satellite 

observations 

assimilated into 

ECMWF 

forecasts.
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Collaboration has expanded knowledge of ISI 

processes and improved performance of ISI 

forecasts.

Collaboration is necessary BOTH:

 between research and operational scientists

 among research scientists; linking observations, 

model development, data assimilation, and 

operational forecasting.

Relationship between 

Research and Operations
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Examples of 

Collaborative Programs
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Value of ISI forecasts for both 
researchers and decision makers can 
be tied to:
Access

Transparency

Knowledge of forecast performance

Availability of tailored products

Making Forecasts More Useful
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…but the process of and 

products associated with 

ISI forecasting can be 

complex.
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Best Practices

1) Improve the synergy between research 

and operational communities.

 Workshops targeting specific forecast system 

improvements, held at least annually

 Short-term appointments to visiting 

researchers

 More rapid sharing of data, data assimilation 

systems, and models

 Dialog regarding new observational systems
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2) Establish publically-available 
archives of information 
associated with forecasts

 Includes observations, model code, hindcasts, 
forecasts, and verifications. 

 Will allow for quantification and tracking of 
forecast improvement.

 Bridge the gap between operational centers 
and forecast users involved in making 
climate-related management decisions or 
conducting societally-relevant research.

Best Practices

3) Minimize the subjective components of 
operational ISI forecasts.
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4) Broaden and make available forecast metrics.

 Multiple metrics should be used; 
No perfect metric exists. 

 Assessment of probabilistic information is important.

 Metrics that include information on the distribution of skill 
in space and time are also useful.

Best Practices

Examples of 

probability density functions 

representing forecasts for ENSO
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El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)

Soil Moisture

Case studies illustrate how improvements of 

building blocks of ISI forecasting system led to an 

improved representation of a source of 

predictability.  

Also illustrate collaboration among researchers 

and operational forecasting centers.

Case Studies
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Summary of Recommendations

Research Goals

Improve knowledge of sources 

of predictability

MJO

Ocean-atmosphere 

Land-atmosphere

Stratosphere

Non-stationarity

High impact events

Improvements to Building 

Blocks

 Identify and correct model errors

 Implement nonlinear statistical 

methods

 Use statistical and dynamical 

prediction tools together

 Continue to pursue multi-model 

ensembles 

 Upgrade data assimilation schemesLong-term:

years to decades; 

mainly the research 

community

Medium-term:

coming years; shared 

responsibility of researchers 

and operational centers
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Summary of Recommendations

Best Practices

Improved synergy between 

research and operations

Archives

Metrics

Minimize subjective intervention

Short-term:

related to current and 

routine activities of 

operational centers 

Adoption of Best Practices: 

• requires stable support for research gains to be integrated into operations; 

• establishes an institutional infrastructure that is committed to doing so;

• will establish “feedbacks” that guide future investments in making 

observations, developing models, and aiding decision-makers 

(i.e., BEYOND “traditional” operations); 

• represents a continuous improvement process.
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Closing Thoughts

 Empirically, few revolutionary jumps in 

forecasting performance

 Best Practices are “enabling” mechanisms

 Improvements should be “synergistic;” they 

should be designed to encourage and enable 

strong feedbacks among operations, research, 

model development, observations, and decision 

science
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For more information:

National Research Council

Joe Casola

202.334.3874

jcasola@nas.edu

Report is available online at www.nap.edu.

mailto:jcasola@nas.edu
http://www.nap.edu/
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